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From the Department of General Surgery, Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Center, Chicago, flinois
anymore. I have often had the privilege of presenting
my clinical and laboratory. work or discussing that of
other members and guests at these meetings. With this

of the Midwest
Surgical
Association.
OnePresthat
ITident
is A SPECIA
PRNILEGE
to have
been elected

fills me with both pride and humity. The luster of
having my professional activities recognized by my
peers is quiëkly counterbalanced by the knowledge
that there are so many members of this organzation
who are better qualified and more deserving for ths
position. I say ths not to question the judgeinent of

track record, one would thnk I would not have a
problem addressing you today. But it is a lot easier to
describe what I have done as a surgeon than to explain
what I thnk or feel about the larger issues that sur~geon~s face today. Having aleady said most everyg

_those who selected me, but to sincerely than the

about mx. surgical endeavors to ths group at one time

entie Association for ths honor. I know that I have

or another, I wil impose a few personal reflections on

gotten back more than I have given to ths group. The

a captive audience.

fellowship that I have enjoyed and the frendships that

The unique way the Midwest Surgical Association

have been made and strengtened by parcipating in

intertines professional and famly activities has a
very personal meang for me. My surgical famy has

the Midwest Surgical Association are a lasting treasure.

- wholehearedly parcipated in ths organzation. I

I attended my first meeting of the Midwest Surgical
Association 20 years ago when I presented some laboratory research on adrenal autotransplantation that I

have traied under and worked-with five of your past

Presidents. Robert J. Freeark (1970), Fran A. Folk
(1975), Wilam H. Baker (1987), Jack Pickleman
(1989), and Gerarçl V. Arana (1993) taught me not
only how to operate but, more importtly, how to

had performed durg my just completed residency. In

Chicago. Since it
1977, the group met just outside of
was close to home, I went and gave my presentation
and did not parcipate in the full gamut of the organiation's activities. Ths was clearly a mistae that

tae care of patientS. They exemplied the surgeon's
responsibilty of tag care of each patient with the

concern, empathy, and devotion that is given to one's

quickly became evident to me as I observed the en- own famy. These and many other role models I have
thusiasm and camaraderie of the members. I was alone had in surgery set a singuar stadad of care that
whereas alost everyone else had brought their fam- - solely considered what was best for each individual
iles. Since that tie, I have always thought that the
patient. The bond between surgeon and patient is a
Midwest Surgical Association's emphasis on includ- special human relationship that comes as close to a

ing the entie famy in its progrRl has been what has

famy tie as any other. The sacredess of ths cove-

made ths society special. The' famy is the basic

nant is inculcate into surgeons durg their residency

strctual unt of any coInunty. By welcomig traig and brought home in their hi.ter practice by the
spouses and chidren into its program, the Midwest question commonly asked by patients and their famSurgical Association has served as a glue that binds

our professional and personal famlies more closely
together.

Over the last 20 yeas, I have attended the meetigs
of the Midwest Surgical Association with my famly

lies, ''Wat would you do if it was your famy, doctor?" Treatig patients with the. same consideration

and compassion that we would show our own famy is
the spirtual conscience and soul of medcal practice.
I fit began to th of ths presentation last sum-

alost every August. It has become a fitue in our
mer when I saw

the Goodman Theatre's production of

sumer calenda, and my entie famy contiues to Randy Newman's Faust. The story, which is probably
look forward to attendig, includig my chidren who
rarly agree to all go anywhere with

their parents

known to you, begis with L"ucifer being thown into
hell afer disagreeing with God. Desperate to get back

into heaven, he persuades God to make a bet for a
Presente at the Midwest Surgical Association Meetig, Hurn,
Ohio, Augut to-13, 1997.
Address corrspondence and reprit reuests to Richar A.
Prnz, M.D., Deparent of Genèra Surgery, Rush-Presbytnan-

St Luke's Medcal Center, 1653 West Congrss ParkWay, Chcago, IL 60612.

human souL. Henr Faust, a student at Notre Dàme University, is the subject of ths randomied prospective, unblided, computer-assistéd study. Lucifer ob-

tas an inormed consent by explainig to Henr that

he wil satisfy his every worldly desire in ex~hange for
597

598

his soul. Henr's only reply is "What's the catch?" It's

easier for good to trumph over evil in the theater than
lie, but even God had to make a few comproin real
that everyone could end up saying "You can't
mises so

A
Publicly Traded Health Care Companies
160
144

keep a good man down."

140

Later in the year, I attended an exhbition of the
paintings of Ivan Albright at the Ar Institute of Chicago. One of his most famous works is the portait of
Dorian Grey. Ths work stems from a novel by Oscar
Wilde in which a young man makes a pact with the
devil to have his exteinal appearance remain the same,
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whereas his portait changes to reflect the licentious

deeds and progressive decay of his advancing life.
Despite destroying numerous lives with his ruthless

40
20

self indulgence, Dorian Grey retans his facade of
youth and beauty. Eventually he is filled with guilt and

o

1992

shame. However, it is too late to change an entie

Year

lifetie of ravage and his attempt to destroy the por-

trait results in his own self destrction. His judgement

day canot be avoided, and his spirtual dissoli.tion
eventualy ends in his physical death.

1996

B
Stock Market Captialization for Healthcare

These two works seem to be alegories for the

160

trtmsformation of modern medicine from a very pèrenterprise.
sónal profession to a large scale business
Health care which has traditionally been a noble and

140

140
120

honored profession has become a boilg caldron of

commercialsm, competition, consolidation, and cost
cuttg. The qualties of commtment, compassion,

íi 100

C

0

:i

80

and concern for our patients' well-befug that were
- once the halark of medicine are now being set aside

e 60

by coiierce and fiancial gai. Although previously

40

considered vices, cung, conceit, and self-promotion

have become vires in our bottom lie drven age.
Sport mior the character of our nation in an embarrassingly deep and tre maner. When Rod Tidwell,

20
0

199 1996
Year

the fast talg self-inated footbal player played by

Oscar winer Cuba Goodig Jr. in the movie "Jerr
Mague," scream "Show me the money," the motto

of our ties was defied.
Health car now accounts for alost 15 per cent of

FIG. l(A) The number of publicly tred heath care compa-

nies ha nsen frm 33 in 1992 to 144 in 1996. (B) The stock
maket capitaon for heath ca companes has rien from $36

bilon in 1992 to $140 bilon in 1996. (Modied from Th Rising
Tide, 1996.).

an over $5 tron economy. No wonder that medicine

of Wal Street and ventue
were 75 Wal Street securty
analysts coverig health care. In just 5 year the number had risen to 38U Ventue capita has come pourhas attacted the attention
capitasts. In 1991, there

rolled in nonprofit HMOs. By 1996, ths number had
doubled to just over 20 mion people.

1 Contrast ths

with the fact that alost no one was a member of a
ing in along with ths scrutiy, and investment baners publicly traded HMO in 1985 but by 1996 over 30
advertse that they have the health care industr mion people were enrolled in these for-profit orgaknowledge and trsaction expertse to get your deal
done. In 1992, there were 33 publicly trded health

care companes with a market capitaation of $33
bilon (Fig. 1). By 1996, ths had increased to 144
publicly trded companes with a market capitation
of $140 bilon. The changing face of medicine is alo

nitions. Chief executive offcers (CEOs) of these

HMOs ear an average 62 per cent more than CEOs of
other corporations of simar siz.2 Apparently they are
in a procedure based specialty and not a cogntive one.
Physician practice management companes have also
grown in ths tie period with the speed of an undi-

seen in the growt of publicly traded HMOs. In 1985,

ferentiated neoplasm. Capitasm has been very good

there were slightly more than 10 mion people en-

to these entrepreneurs. The net wort of the physician
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founders and CEOs of these practice management

companes is measured in the multimillons.1
One of Wall Street's favorite areas has been inves-

A
Earnings Growth

tor-owned hospitals. These are trly national and even

international chains or franchises intent on dominatig
the marketplace. The largest and best known is Co-

$1,500

. lumbia. Coincidentally, the name of ths organzation
is the same used by the World's Fair that took place in
Chicago just over 100 years ago. The Coluiibia Ex'position of 1893 expressed its relentless determnation

by adopting "I wil" as its slogan, and ths indomitable
attitude certainly characterizes this company. Colum-

Millons

bia's revenues have grown from $5 rtlion in 1991 to

,eargs

approximately $22 billon in 1996. Its

growth, increase in market capitaization, and surgig

stock price are just as incredible (Fig. 2). Although
-these aspects of Columbia's evolution are phenomenal, I ii even more ÎIpressed by theiI advertsement
which I see on a bilboard each day commuting home
from my hospitaL It touts Columbia as the offcial
. health care provider for the world champion Chicago

$1'0 $15 $25
19'90 1991

. 1993 1994

B
Increase in Market Capitalization

Buls. I án sure the qualty of care provided is not

improved by ths endorsement, but it must heefíective
in attactig consumers. Endorsement by the Chicago

Bulls and their players is a potent marketig tool that
few hospitas can aford as they Strggle tö meet their
mission to care for patients.

Columbia has an anual

advertsing bùdget reported to, be about $100 mion.
Columbia owns over 350 hospitas, 130 surgicenters, and. 200 home health agencies. The numbers
are always growing and their web site proclai a new

Dollars
(ail/ions)

acquisition on an alost weekly basis. Ths company
$0.18 $0.29 $0.49

has hospita taeovers and acquisitions down to a

formula. Afr a d.eal is closed the process is begu
immedately. With 30 days, conversion to new distrbutors and evaluation of outsourcing potential is
Columbia's chocomplete. By day 69, conversion to

199 1991 199' 1993 199 1995 199

c
Increase in Stock Price

sen suppliers is concluded. A fu-fledged Columbia

$54,50

hospita is up and rug with 100 days of its

. purchase. The completely re-engieered organation

is run by modem business methods so that increasing
shareholder profits can be generated. '
The marketplace can be myopic if not even blid

when it comes to promotig social good. The question
of whether the growt of for-profit hospitas is good or
bad for the heath of our nation is not easily answered
but is one that must concern us. One view thatexposed

Shàre Price "

l!,'',,

a corrptig inuence of ths trend was presented in an

arcle in the Wall Street Journl on Friday, May 30,
1997 entitled ''Ex-Manager Describes the Profit

Driven Life Inside ColumbialCA." Ths piece documents the Faustian story of an idealstic young man
who graduates from Xavier University with a degree

in hospital admstration. He sta his career at a
Catholic communty hospita where maagement

199 1991 199 1993 1994 1995 1996
FIG. 2(A) The eags grwt of ColumbialCA has grown
. frm $10 mion in 1990 to an estite $1.5 bilon in 1996.
(B) Its stock maet capitation has increaed frm $180 mi-

lion in 1990 to $24.2 bilon in 1996. (C) The pnce for a share of
stock has nsen over 40 per cent frm $12.50 in 1990 to $54.50 in

1996. ,
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final transformation of his field of dreams to a field of

Columbia generates profits from its acquisitions and
by enhancing profitability at its existing facilities. Surprisingly, both of these are more dependent on revenue
growth than cost reduction. Woolhandler and Himelstein3 have shown in a study of 5201 acute care hos-

schemes occurs when this hospita is bought out by

pitals in the United States that administrative costs

meetings begin with a prayer. To advance his career he

switches to an administrative position at a for-profit
hospital. Suddenly he is going to countr clubs, wearing designer clothes, and wheeling and dealng. The

Columbia. He zealously takes up the new owner's

accounted for an average of 26 per cent of tota hos-

diective to boost earngs. Although federal laws

pita costs in fiscal year 1994. For-profit hospitas

sponsored by Representative Pete Stark of Calforna
bar physicians from referrng patients to facilities in
which they have a pecuniar interest, Columbia used

spent 23 per cent more on administration than do

comparable private nonprofit hospitals, and 34 per

an effective means to financially tie the doctors to

cent more than public institutions. Likewise, for-profit
institutions had higher tota costs per inpatient day and
per discharge than nonprofit and public institutions.
Contrar to the conventional wisdom, their data indi-

Columbia and to drive their patients into the hospita.

cate that a lean mean cost-cuttng administrative ma-

Our young manager soon found that his skill at cost
cuttng and pressing doctors to increase patient volume

chine is not the key ingredient for improving a hospita's bottom line profitabilty.
How does Columbia make money buying up hospitas in shak financial conditions even if fire sale

syndications and other legal entanglements so doctors
could invest up to $150,000 in the hospita. Ths was

". were the rungs on the ladder of his success at Colum-

bia. Eargs and profits were the forces that drove
ths hospita manager and eventually resulted in his
limitig care for uninsured patients. In his own words,
he commtted felonies every day to increase market
share. No longer able to live with his conscience, he

prices are paid? Wal Street analysts have mareled at
the speed in which these hospitals' financial perfor-

mance is reversed. The answer may be that Columbia
knows how to tae advantage of a rich uncle. The Wall

eventually quit his job. He is now writing a book Street Journl reported on June 26, 1997 that the
entitled The Columbia Malgnancy.

hospita industr's taeover binge has been parly fi-

Columbia responded swify to ths arcle with a

full page advertsement in the Wall Street Journl on
June 2, 1997. They did not dismiss the story as the
grmbligs of a disgrntled ex-employee but adopted

nanced by Medicare. Accordig to the Inspector General's Offce of the, Deparent of Health and Hiian
Servces, federal programs stand to payout $500 mi-,
lion or more to companes tag over aig hospitas

a positive approach to lit any possible daage to

because of an accountig rule termed "depreciation

their public image. The ad shows a portait of Sister
Joan, who certy appeas commtted to her religious
vocation. Sister Joan is a Vice President for Mission
and Ethcs at a Catholic hospita in West Virgia. She
has dedicated her lie to serving those in need and to

adjustments." In an analysis of 370 hospita deals

since 1990, Medcare adjustments averaged $2.3 mil-

lion per bospita and in some, trsactions Medicare
payments exceeded $10 mion. Although Medicare

reimburement for surgeons. contiues to be ratcheted

providig qualty health care. She enunciates Colum-

down, Columbia has been benefittg from Uncle

bia's commtment to her local communty and the

Sam's largesse.

that is very
With Colum-

operations has been phenomenal. In 1995, $175 mi-

bia's parership, we have really seen our charty care

lion more profit was generated from existig facilties.

contiue and expand." I must admt some skepticism

Of ths $175 mion, 84 per cent was

health of its citizens by statig, "One thng
. dear to ths hospita is our charty care.

Columbia's incrementa profit growt from existig

due to revenue

about ths portayal and question whether it is meat to growt whereas only 16 per cent was due to cost
preserve and idealze an external appearance whie . reduction. Revenue growt means increased patient

concealg the corrptig inuences beneath the fa-

volume or increased reimbursement. Incentig doctors

, to admt patients by owng practices, investment synSister Joan play some role in gUdig Columbia's dications, and other perks achieves the former and

cade. I can only hope that the ideals expressed by

every day practices and temper the corporation's ac-

upcodig procedures and disease severity and eli-

knowledged goal of maxzing investor retu.
The economic success of Columbia can be attb-

natig unprofitable servces and facilties, or avoidig

uted to their purchasing leverage with suppliers that
alows them to get the steepest discounts, to econo-

achieves the latter. Columbia has bucked the trend of

fiancialy unattactive patients and physicians

stable or decreaing hospita admissions. Although the

average number of admssions remaied stable at most
their business cultue of compliance that includes phy- , hospitas from 1992 to 1995, they rose approxiately
15 per cent at Columbia. Their business diective is to
sician education and practice gudelies, strct adherincrease
market share of paying customers. Clearly
ence to reduced staffing, and rigid budget disciplie.

mies of scale that come with their large siz and to
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Columbia has leared that it is not if you build they
wil come, but rather if you promote it they will come.
Richard L. Scott, a 44-year-old former health care

attomey, has been the Chaian and CEO of Columbia. Armed with a sense of urgency and a fierce desire
to dominate the competition, he has been widely re-

garded as a wunderkind for his ability to exploit the
turmoil in health care in the United States. For continuing medical education he studies Proctor & Gam-

ble Company for marketing ideas and Wal-Mar
Stores, Inc., for merchandising insights. His view of
medicine's future was detailed in a Wall Street Journal

aricle of May 28, 1997 entitled "ColumbialCA
Plans for More Big Changes in Health Care World."
Presently, doctors evaluate and diagnose an individual
patient's condition and then decide on a specific
course of action. Varous medical and nonmedical
factors such as the patient's age, associated health

problems, level of function, personalty, famy strcture, and other individual concerns are used to taior a
treatment plan for each patient. Mr. Scott sees

ths as

Prinz
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from our patients and wil adversely effect their health
and our ability to improve it.

Both Wall Street and the U.S. governent are
known to be fickle bedfellows. They can tae away as

easily as they can give. Mr. Scott launched Columbia
by purchasing two nondescript hospitas in El Paso,
Texas. Fittingly, a federal inquir into Columbia's

business practices began there in March 1997. As
Tommy Lee Jones says in the movie "Men in Black,"
"The FBI does not have a sense of humor of which I
am aware." More than 200 federal agents raided Columbia facilities in El Paso to confiscate documents,
computer pritouts, and physician office records. On

July 16, 1997 FBI agents served 35 sealed search
warants to Columbia facilities in six states. At least
four Columbia employees were subpoenaed for a U.S. '
grand jur in Florida, and indictments have been is-

sued to middle managers. The scope of these investigations are being expanded to other agencies of the
and to Medicaid fraud units in
federal governent
several states. The board of directors of ths embatted
company responded in two ways. First, they obtaned

an extremely ineffcient method of delivering a product.,His grand vision is that diseases from appendicitis Mr. Scott's resignation. It is uncertain whether he
to zygomatic fractures wil become "profitable product received a golden parachute, which commonly occurs
lines" for his business ard that the Columbia name in these circumtaces. The CEO of U.S. Health Care,
wil be as global and recognzable as Coca Cola so that an HMO, received a reported $967 mion: in cash and
it can market its medical services with the slickness of stocks plus a corporate jet as par of that company's

Madison Avenue. Instead of individual physicians
plang each patient's care by drawing on a blend of

merger with Aetna. The board also began ta to be

acquired by Tenet Health Care Corporation, the na-

their expenence, expertse, and personal knowledge of tion's second biggest publicly traded health care comthe patient and their famly, a stadadid treatment pany. Ths combination would create a company with
approach would be used for disease management. In $30 bilon in revenue and alost 500 hospitas from
ths system, inormation could be punched into,a com- coast to coast. A stickig point for ths dea is how to
puter and a complete treatment plan would be spit out adjust the pnce tag to account for any fuies or settement charges that Columbia might have. to pay the
includig tye of procedure, lengt of hospita stay,

rehabiltation.
'
Ths view seems diametrcaly opposed to what my
type and tig of drg regien, and home care

surgical famy taught me and what I tr to teach the
residents I trai. Surgeons do not treat diseases, labo-

governent. An obvious expediency pushig ths acquisition is

the, experience of Tenet chief executive

Jeffey C. Barbakow, who successfuy managed the

settement between Tenet's predecessor company and
the governent over frud charges in the early 1990s.

ratory tests, or X-ray images. We treat patients and Ths saga of present day robber barons is far from over
doing ths is dependent and wi contiue to afect us and our patients.
their problems. Our snccess in
on recognzi,g not just

the simarties in al patients

I am not naive enough to believe that the economic

but alo the' nuances and subtleties that make them
different. Dr. James B. Herrck,' a Rush professor of

forces and business interests that have been uneashed

medcine who was born on August 11, 1861, wrote

ings that have cost cuttg as their sole purose to

that "The doctor may also lear more about

the iless

from the way the patient tells the story than from the
story itself." Paul Pearal in The Power of Famy
wrote "One of the biggest mistaes made by modern

on health care wil go away. I attend too many meet-

believe otherwise. Like Wile Sutton, present day
entrepreneurs, capitasts, businessmen, aid govern-

ment reguators have come to our field because it's
where the money is. For better or worse, medicine and

medicine is to separte the patient from his or her

the market place are bound in a marage of necessity.

famy. One of, the biggest mistaes made by our

We live in a world with fite resources that must be'

society is the acceleratig isolation of each of us from

used prudently and effciently

to improve the health of

our own primar famly systems." Treatig diseases our patients. However, effort to reduce health care
lie product

lies wil definitely separate and isolate us

costs that were once out of control in ths countr must
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be patient-oriented and not profit motivated. President
Har S. Truman stated in his inaugural address, "New
economic developments must be devised and con-

trolled to benefit the peoples of the areas in which they

are established. Guarantees to the investor must be
balanced by guarantees in the interest of the people
whose resources and whose labor go into these deyel-
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most tring circumstances of their lives. It is easy to
forget ths as we rush to get though our over-extended
days and work harder for less. Our patients do not
need better product lines for disease management but
they do need competent and compassionate care de- ,
livered in a personalized maner.

The essence of our profession was arculated by

The source of deepest satisfaction for all of us who
practice medicine is the relationship that develops with
our patients, much like the most treasured moments in

Hippocrates alost 2500 years ago. The oath physi-

our personal lives are those spent with our famlies.

cians have taken ever since cIearly places the well-

The doctor/patient relationship is based on mutual

opments."

being of patients above financial reward and empha-

trst and respect. Physicians are obliged to use their

sizes an ethc of service to others. Compromising care

knowledge and expertise solely for the best Ïiterests of

to control costs. or limiting care to maxmize profits
destroys our integrty as physician. Our professional

theII patients and to act as advocates for-their wellbeing. The level of morai responsibilty is even deeper

responsibilties also include advancing kiowledge and
transmitting it to the next generation. Basic and cli-

whole lives in our hands. Crenshaw et al.4'have stated

ical research and medical education are increasingly
more expensive, but they are not luxures that can be

for surgeons because our patients literally put their

that the physicianpatient relationship is the central
element and strctue of clinical care: "By its tradi-

eliminated to maxze investor return. They are the tions and very
nature, medicine is a spècial kind of
means that expand our ability to relieve pai and human activity-one that canot be pursuedeffecsuffering and improve the health care of futue patively without the vires of humity, honesty, intellectual integrity, compassion, and effacement of excessive self interests. These traits mark physicians as
medical research and trainig. Since World War II, members of a moral commuiûty dedicated to somemedcal traig and medical advances have been un- thg other than its own self interests."
paraleled in ths countr. Surgeons skied in trans- '
Medicine has.never been and should not become a
tients. The profits that are being squeezed out of health
care were once invested back into medicine to promote

plantation, open hear, vascular, and mialy inva~ commodity that is governed by the whis of an insive surgery are practicing today because of our sensitive market place. What makés heath care diernation's support of medical research and residency
trainig. If these effort do not contiue to receive the
same
vigorous support the improvements in health
care that our parents and our generation have come to
expect will not be atted by our chidren and grand-

chidren.
True, the imge of our profession may have been
tashed by the mtrsion of aggressive coiIercial-

ent from al other service industres is the way that wé
physicians care for pur patients. Our mora credibilty
is eared by helping

others endure the suferig and

uncertty' of iless, the gref of pail lie events,

and the loneliess of death. It is ths commtment and
dedication to our patients that has eaed respect and

nobilty for our profession. Over 100 years ago Robert
Louis StevensOn wrote that physiciaìs stad.above the

ism and competition, but the way to,restore the esteem
that the public has traditionaly accorded us is not by

common herd. Doctors eared ths trst and resp~t

adoptig the atttudes of a provider/consumer relationship. Most of us were attacted to medcine and then

their patients. Ths dedication and stewardship was

from previous generations by' unselfshly carg for

expressed in the words of Louis Pasteur that. are on a

surgery because of the diect and personal way we plaque at the base of his statue in the park in front of
could help those in need. We did not attnd medcal Cook County Hospita: "One doesn't ask of one who
school and go on to residency to lear to mae cold sufers: What is your countr and what is your reliheared calous bottom lie business decisions with the

gion? One merely says, you sufer. Ths is enough for

cunng of a Chiese genera schooled in, Sun Tzu's

me. You belong to me and I shal help you."

. The Ar of War. Rather our purose has been to care
for our fellow man with compassion and concern. As

, As always, the only cert thg in our professional

futue is change. We physicians have always readiy

Wilam 1. Bennett wrote in The Book of Vires, embraced new developments if they benefited 'our
"Compassion is à vie that taes seriously the reaty

patients. Ths must remain the compass by which we

of other persons, their iner lives, th~ir emotions, as

judge al futue developments in health care. The in-

well as their external circumtaces. It is an active
disposition toward fellowship and sharg, toward
supportve companonship'in distress or in woe." Our
patients and their fiues are often facing 'some of
the

tegrty of our profession rests on our placing the care

and well-being of our patients above al else. If our
only answer to the chalenges of for profit companes
lie Columbia is to adopt their money makg atttudes

,:..
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